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This year’s EuroClassic for the first time since the very early days had a distinct shortage of 
entries, only 133 instead of the usual 200 plus. A number of former regulars had dropped out 
due to a combination of the various problems on the ill fated 2002 run to Valencia, ever rising 
costs, the similarity of much of the route to previous ones, and the timing which clashed with 
a number of other events including the Goodwood Revival meeting.  The run to Imola in 
2001 had been heavily oversubscribed so it is quite a worrying rapid turnaround.  More 
problems have probably been created for 2004 by the last minute cancellation of the A1 Ring 
track session which was probably the highlight of the original published itinerary from my
point of view. 

The Misson contingent itself was however up to 
a record 3 cars with me and George in the 
Corvette, Graham and Paul in Graham’s Rover 
P5B, and for the first time John and the other 
Paul in the newly re-sprayed Rover P6 V-8. 
This year we decided to take the Hull -
Zeebrugge ferry to reduce the mileage and this 
resulted in us arriving in Antwerp very early in 
the day.  Although the entry was down a lot of 
familiar regulars like Keith Wren in the 
Bentley, Richard Wale in the super fast Minor, 

and Alwyn Marland in the Healey 3000 were still there.  At a guess I must have known at 
least vaguely 60% of the entrants which suggests to me that the MSA still probably needs to 
concentrate more on getting new people interested in the event than in simply retaining old 
ones.

Sunday and the start {in a not 
particularly impressive car park} 
dawned overcast and cool.  Graham’s
Rover expired in the queue to the 
start, what was first thought to be a 
lack of petrol turned out to be the 
wrong coil for the electronic ignition
system.  The RAC fixed this but it 
failed again a few yards after the start
and the car had to be converted back 
to points.  Ignition and minor 
electrical problems dogged the P5B 
first thing in the morning for most of 
the rest of the run though once started it ran very reliably. 

The first days run was a rather disappointing combination of places like Lommel and 
Monschau where I had been to before plus a few forgettable new places like the Japanese
garden.  The main circuit was Nurburgring which was as usual on Sunday open to the public, 
packed, and when I got there shut for an accident.  The overnight stop was at Koblenz where 
the Rhine and the Moselle join. 
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The 2nd day started even worse.  It was wet and 
previous experience had taught me that wet 
weather grip is not one of the ‘vette’s strong 
points.  Despite driving in “granny mode” on 
the long run to the first check point I managed
to lose the car when leaving the motorway
shooting across a traffic island and damaging
the Corvette’s steering.  When we got to the 
next check point {a very forgettable narrow 
muddy cart track hosting a wine tasting } we 
found that several other cars including amongst
others an E-Type, MGA, SP250 had spun etc at the same point.  The wine tasting has to have 
been the worst check point ever in my view, the delays caused by the chaotic traffic 
arrangements taking up half the morning as well as covering the car in mud.

We limped on {no RAC men to be 
seen at the early check points}
through what seemed like every 
traffic light in Germany but this I 
think represented the nadir of the 
run.  The weather and check points 
got better from now on, and after 
RAC running repairs and a brief 
blast around the newly revised track 
at Hockenheim it was on to the 
super Mercedes museum and a 
finish at a massive conference c
just outside Stuttgart.  It was a long 

day and the various problems resulted in all 3 cars not getting in until nearly 7pm {too late in 
my view as it makes the rest of the evening 1 long rush}.  Here however there was an 
excellent informal mid event “ do “ at the beer cellar on site and day 3 started much sunnier 
and warmer.
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Apart from the steering the Corvette was running very 
well, starting first time even in very wet conditions and 
there were no overheating problems this year. However 
we did start to hear a worrying knocking noise from the 

engine at certain revs.

Day 3 was the longest day 
in terms of mileage but had 
some excellent halts 
including the high tech A
museum at Ingolstadt, a super monastery at Neresheim, and 
another excellent car and model railway exhibition at Amerang.
One of the other checkpoints was the Steiff teddy bear factory
where George managed a long conversation with a local about his 
1906 De Dion Bouton despite the fact that neither spoke a word { 
not strictly true George knows a few German words like “ a
“ and “rous” but the opportunity to use them somehow never 
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arose} of the others language!  The problem though was the total mileage made it a long da
even if you hardly stopped at some of the check points and despite my best efforts it was still 
around 6.30 when I hit the outskirts of Salzburg and was met with monsoonal rain.  The
combination of heavy traffic, heavy rain, and the very poor visibility of the Corvette with the 
roof up made the run into the final check point something of a nightmare. It was after 7 whe
we rolled in and we were still the 4
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he Wednesday dawned bright 
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Steven Gash’s fast MGB V-8.  The problems of female pack

th or 
5th car home. The Mayor of Salzbu
was there to greet us and the MSA staff
frantically tried to get the few people 
who had made by then it to stand out in
the rain to make it look like the major
event he had been expecting!  The 
finish was in a lovely square but the la
finish and dreadful weather ended an
thoughts of hanging around and having
the traditional couple of relaxing bee
with other entrants as they came in. 

It
once we took the bus provided to the hotel and decided to eat in, thankfully getting to the 
hotel reception just before a bus load of arm waving Italian women.  The other Misson cars 
both had female additions that night with Jane and Wendy partners of the 2 Paul’s who had
flown out for the last couple of days to enjoy some of the attractions of Austria. 

T
but the first check point, the 
excellent Salzburgring circuit
was still damp from the night 
before and disappointingly we
only had use of the track from 8
until 9.30 am which not only 
required an ungodly hour start
but meant the track was only jus
getting dry as we finished.  Given 
the damp and the Corvette’s
doubtful steering and alar
engine noises I restricted myself
to just 1 lap but also did se
entertaining laps as passenger in 
ing combined with a non 

working fuel pump in the P5B resulted in the 2 Rovers missing the track session entirely! 
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As in the 1999 run once the sun came
out Austria looked glorious in true “ 
Sound of Music “ fashion and splendid 
check points included the Aidmont
Abbey {right}with it’s truly fantastic 
library and the Piber stud which breeds 
the white horses used by the Spanish 
riding school in Vienna.  The overnight 
stop was opposite the town hall in Graz
which is Austria’s 2nd largest city {and
incidentally birthplace of California’s
next governor the Terminator}.

The last day started with the St Radegund Schockl cable car ride in glorious sunshine.  At the 
top there was a gravity operated bobsleigh ride called the Hexenexpress which nearly 
everybody on the run had a go at, some it has to be said more eagerly than others.  The sled 
had a manually operated brake on it {not actually really required} the over use of which 
resulted in some of the more timid souls holding up queues of bolder entrants on the way 

down despite many helpful shouts of 
encouragement from amused 
spectators.  Particular honourable 
mention here must be made of Sally 
Wale {rapid Minor} who went down 
with the brake fully on at a speed that
an asthmatic snail would have 
regarded as sluggish and had no less 
than 14 sleds queued up behind her by 
the end!  Views from the top stretched 
as far as Hungary, one of the best non 
motoring check points ever in my
view.

The last day should have been based 
around the A1 Ring but instead we had 
to make do with a fairly average motor
museum at Hartberg and the tight 
twisty go kart type track at the PS 
Racing centre.  The finish was quite a 
low key affair outside an impressive
looking palace right in the centre of 
Vienna.  The Corvette had made it 
around the route for the 10th time
under it’s own steam and I was hoping 
for a boring but trouble free return 
journey home.
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The end of event dinner 
was at the very plush 
Intercontinental Hotel in
the centre of town, 
speeches this year were 
limited but the MSA 
confirmed that they 
would run the event next 
year {provisional route 
Chantilly to Florence}. 
They also said that other 
routes being considered 
for the future included
Scandinavia and possible 
ferry journeys to 
Southern Europe e
the run to end nearer 
Calais to avoid the inevitable very long drive home.  A possible move of the whole event to
May has also been mooted.
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espite my problems, I enjoyed the run much more than 2002 and all of our contingent 

A wet Friday morning started the 800+ mile journey to Zeebrugge as early as possible.  The 
plan was to make 500 mile run to a hotel in Konigswinter near Bonn by the Rhine we had 
booked for Friday evening making the 2nd days run to Zeebrugge by 5pm Saturday a relaxed 
one.  The morning went OK but after a lunch break the knocking noise in the Corvette 
suddenly got much worse and we ended up having to stop and use my RAC Europe cover. 
The car was making dreadful grinding like noises and it seems that something was seriously 
amiss with the engine { George thinks a piston}.  Eventually a hire car {VW mini MPV}
arrived and we left the Corvette in the care at the local {and to be fair to them helpful}
Mercedes dealer where we had limped to.  The Corvette took 2 weeks to eventually return to 
England but we managed {using the motorway crunching speed and diesel economy of the 
VW} to catch the others at the hotel and complete the journey as originally planned.

The hotel which we booked { very cheaply}as 
part of the ferry package turned out to be nice 
indeed, those in the first 2 cars home got 
massive suites though by the time George and I 
had arrived we were relegated to rooms of a 
more conventional size. It was Friday night and 
one of the bars seemed to be holding a “grab a 
Grand Frau “ night but we found a quieter one t
spend the night in.  Having dropped the VW in 
Brugge I travelled the final part of the run from
Hull in the back of John’s Rover P6 which apart 
from non stop problems with the instrum
had performed very reliably on it’s first Euro. 

D
including the Jane and Wendy were very keen to enter again next year. The 2 ladies had
actually enjoyed themselves so much that they were talking of entering their own car next
year for the full event {Thelma and Louise style though where they will get a Ford 
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Thunderbird from I don’t know !}.  My ex Euro co-driver Terry { who did the first 6
with me} is thinking about buying an XK150 drop head and doing the event in that so the 
Misson related entry anyway looks like being even stronger next year.  The last couple of 
days of good weather and superb Austrian scenery had caused us to forget the earlier 
problems and had the last days run included the A1 Ring as originally advertised it cou
have been a vintage run in my view. 
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eing critical I think the middle days had both too many check points and too many slow 
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B
miles in them resulting in late finishes even for those who spent little time at the check poi
While problems in the Corvette reduced my enjoyment of the circuits anyway the final route 
was in any case very light on circuits with only the Hockenheim and Salzburgring being 
booked exclusively for us and the latter being only booked for 90 minutes very early in th
morning.  While I do consider the Euro still to be good value for money , the ever rising ent
fee, cost of hotels, and petrol does mean that my old £2 to£3,000 a car total cost estimate 
needs to be revised to more like £3 to £4,000 and I don’t think 1 and a half track sessions i
days is really enough to justify this. I have done 10 of the runs and I would rate this one as 
perhaps only the 7th or 8th best overall but still very enjoyable and it’s an event I would 
recommend to anybody who has a reliable classic. 

B
2/10/2003
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